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Next generation Crypto-currency mining hardware.

The best way to get crypto is to make it yourself!!
The “Manic Miner” 6 GPU mining unit.
2390 sols/s equihash, 180MH/s, $750 per month potential earnings (based on Zcash 21.12.17)
GtX 1070 Nvidia cards, best in class, configured for minimal power usage.
8-10 month return on investment
Gauranteed buyback up to 18 months after purchase (calculated at 0.6 * purchase price in USD)
Slick NZXT case that would look good in any room of the house
Preconfigured for your wallet, so all you have to do is plug it in and go!
Manic miner configuration software lifetime licence, switching currencies at just the touch of a
button!
Layaway, remote support and onsite storage options available.

Crypto is daunting, particularly crypto
mining, we get it. Equihash, Ethash, overclocking
cards, configuring miners… the list is endless and the
jargon seemingly inpenetrable.

$5799 all in payable in Ethereum, Litecoin, Zcash or Monero.

MANIC MINER take the hassle out of crypto-currency
mining by offering a preconfigured system in a
beautiful customized NZXT case, ready to go straight
out of the box. Tell us what currency you want to
mine and we’ll preconfigure your MANIC MINER so
all you have to do is plug the system in and connect
to the internet.
If you want to change currencies, no problem, either
use our simple proprietary graphic user interface to
change with a couple of clicks or give us a call and we
can help you out.

Easy to use Manic Miner configurator.

Remote support options available.
Gauranteed buyback up to 18 months at 0.6 *
purchase price.
Mining is the best hedged bet you can make in
Crypto-currencies and its never been more profitable.

Power usage (mining)
Weight
Dimensions
Cooling

GPUs
Power supply
OS
HDD
CPU

700 watts
18 Kg. (approx.)
220 x 512 x 480 (WxHxD mm)
All GPUs equipped with onboard fans, case
equipped with 3*120mm and 1* 140mm fans
PWM controlled
6 * 1070
EVGA Gold 1000 watts
Win7
2 terabyte HDD
Intel I5

